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What is prayer?

Prayer is responding to God, by thought and by deeds, with 
or without words.

~Catechism, BCP 856

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Christian prayer is response to God the Father, through Jesus Christ, in the power of the Holy Spirit. ~Catechism, BCP 856I find it intersesting that the definition laid out here has very little to say about what we DO. Prayer is our response to God.Not about our pleading or praising, but it is how we respond in all of our myriad ways.



Prayer as Practice

Prayer is intimate

Prayer is not linear

Prayer is counter-cultural

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We practice because we never quite get it fully right. Depending on the style of prayer, we may find ourselves distracted, our mind wandering. We may find ourselves unable to remember the words or to come up with something to be penitent about.Prayer becomes an intimate connection between ourselves and God. And intimacy takes practice and it takes work. Since it is intimate, it is uncomfortable especially in the beginning and any time we are fining ourselves drawn deeperPrayer does not connect A to B. it moves this way and that way. It progresses and regresses. Like the stages of grief, that are separate stops along the way, but we are not filling out a checklist Counter-cultural because by necessity it takes our attention from the accomplishment of tasks and the gathering of resources to our side. It is a response to something outside of ourselves and much bigger than ourselves. It reminds us that we are not the ones in charge.All of this means that we need to practice, to gain more and more familiarity with what it means, and particularly more familiarity with who it connects us with.



Types of Prayer

Adoration

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Adoration—God’s being draws praise from usThis is the prayer that reminds us that we were formed out of the dust, that the spirit of God breathed life into our lungs.Guided us over the flood and through the Red SeaThis is seeing God in the majesty of the world around us



Types of Prayer

Adoration

Thanksgiving

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thanksgiving—for all the blessings of this life, our redemption, and whatever draws us closer to God.Often comes as a result of our adorationBeing truly thankful is a reminder of our smallness in relation to God. The things for which we are grateful, we have received primarily by the grace of God’s creating them and the world which allows us to enjoy themWe are not self-made, we are God-made and as such we are grateful to God for all that we have



Types of Prayer

Adoration

Thanksgiving

Confession

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Confess our sins and make restitution as possible, and intend to amend our livesLike prayer, living a faithful life in the way that God would most want from us takes practiceThis is a moment to be cognizant and mindful of the ways which allow our own desires to take the place of those things that God might desire of usWe look for patterns, and admit when we have come up shortBut confessing is not all that there is. There must also come a time when we seek to turn ourselves back towards God, amend our lives so that we do not continue to do the same things, and as we are able we must seek to make restitution



Types of Prayer

Adoration

Thanksgiving

Confession

Intercession

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Intercession—naming the needs of others before GodGuenther talks about this being less asking for something on behalf of another, and more naming and remembering another before GodThe latin inter-cedere is to “stand between” or “to stand in the midst of”“I pray for my friend with Cancer. I pray those affected by natural disaster” This isn’t bargaining or begging, this is standing beside in solidarity.To be sure, we can ask and name specific things we would like and are hopeful for, but the primary purpose of intercession is to bring before God another person in need, and to stand beside them.We are able to do this because…(next slide)



Intercession

“Since we are all made in the image of God, united in our 
sinfulness and our glory, intercession is a democratic kind of 
prayer: we can all intercede for on another. We can name 
before God those in any need or trouble, known to us or 
unknown. This is the prayer of the family of believers, 
praying through Christ in the company of the faithful.”

p54



Types of Prayer

Adoration

Thanksgiving

Confession

Intercession

Petition

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Probably the most common and most spontaneous. The greatest challenge here is to discern between the thigns we want and the things we need.Do I want the Twinkie or do I want the fruit?We can also feel guilty, sometimes, praying for things. But we remember the story of the friend with the closed door that somebody was knocking and knocking at. Finally the friend opened the door and gave the friend what was needed simply to make them go away. Ask, it will be given. Knock, and it will be opened. Seek and you will find. It’s ok to ask. But also enter the discernment of what you are asking for. 



Individual and Communal—
Table Discussion

All of the types of prayer can be both individual and 
corporate.

What are the parts of the service which illustrate each of 
these 5 types?

Can you think of a time that you have prayed—with or 
without words—a prayer of one of these types?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Talk among your table—what are the 



Centuries of Prayer: a history of praying 
offered through the faithful

Ignatian Prayer

Centering Prayer

Lectio Divina

The Jesus Prayer

Books of Prayers

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If we just now spent time looking at the “content” (for lack of a better word) of our prayer, we now look to some of the practices or methods that have been crafted and handed down



Centuries of Prayer: a history of praying 
offered through the faithful

Ignatian Prayer

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ignatius of Loyola, 16th Century Priest and founder of the Jesuits (Society of Jesus)Conviction that God can be found in all things, and as such we are led to God by all of our being…all of our sensesWe place ourselves fully into the midst of scripture, and imagine all of the ways that we can sense what is happening around us. A hallmark of his prayers is to experience the gospel in the present tense.



Centuries of Prayer: a history of praying 
offered through the faithful

Ignatian Prayer

Centering Prayer

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Has its roots in at least the 14th Century, likely even the 4th century a thousand years earlier, although it was Thomas Merton who is credited with the name hereEssentially a silent prayer, both in terms of your surroundings as well as what you do with your mind. You let it go silent. You have a word or two that you silently repeat—Jesus, Come Lord, Listen—and match it to your breathing. You don’t block thoughts, you simply let them come in and pass through. Think dandelion fuzz that drifts by on the breeze and is then gone. You don’t swat it away, you just allow it to pass by. You find yourself drifting closer to your own center and as one who is created by God, at your own center, you find God not in yourself, but within yourself. 



Centuries of Prayer: a history of praying 
offered through the faithful

Ignatian Prayer

Centering Prayer

Lectio Divina

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Holy ReadingComes out of the Benedictine Cistercian tradition of the 6th CenturyBegins with a slow and deliberate reading of scripture. Eventually a word or phrase takes hold of our attention.We then take time and reflect on what has taken root. What does this phrase mean…why has it taken my attention now, at this time. Eventually a prayer begins to emerge, perhaps words or not.Over time—and sometimes not at all—we find a sort of post-prayer calmness where we are simply resting in the love of God. A peacefulness that our time in prayer with scripture has nourished our soul



Centuries of Prayer: a history of praying 
offered through the faithful

Ignatian Prayer

Centering Prayer

Lectio Divina

The Jesus Prayer

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Based on the story of Jesus seeing a man off to the side in the temple, praying almost to himself, “God, be merciful to me, a sinner!” or even the blind man who cried out, “Jesus, Son of David, have mercy on me.”Adoration, Petition, and confession in just a few words. You repeat the prayer, almost like a mantra. Over time, it becomes less and less of a conscious thought and more and more an ever-present idea or subconscious awareness. It becomes a prayer of the heart



Centuries of Prayer: a history of praying 
offered through the faithful

Ignatian Prayer

Centering Prayer

Lectio Divina

The Jesus Prayer

Books of Prayers

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Collections of written prayers to guide us in our practiceBook of Common Prayer—Daily Office (MP, Noonday, EP, Compline) with scripture readingsSt Augustines Prayer Book—literally can fit in a pocket or purseMany religious orders have their published books of prayersHelpful in ordering our selves and helping to direct and focus our time to remember to pray. But can also become a challenge in their potential monotomy. 
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